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The top TED Talks are Emotional, Novel, or Memorable. Here’s how you can tweak 
your own presentations to connect with your audiences as powerfully as the most 
popular TED presenters: 

Make an Emotional connection – whether you have an audience of 2 or 200. Do 
you have a real connection to the topic of your presentation? If you’re inspired, you’ll 
be able to inspire others, too. Why not tell a story? Storytelling helps speakers connect 
with audiences, which in turn helps speakers persuade. 

Tell your audience something Novel. Humans are natural explorers, and our 
brains crave novelty. Presentations that contain something unexpected give us a bit of 
a shock, shake up our way of thinking and give us a different perspective on our world. 
Use an attention-grabbing prop, image, video, or statistic to highlight something new 
and make your presentation pop.  

Make sure your presentation is Memorable. TED Talks can’t exceed 18 
minutes. Keep your presentations short too. The more information people have to 
organize, understand and recall, the more they get stressed and frustrated. Learning 
takes a lot of energy. While a three-hour seminar can mentally shut us down, an 
18-minute presentation leaves our brains with enough energy left over to think further 
about what we’ve heard, and maybe act upon it.   

Try creating a “message map” to help organize a speech. First, come up with a Twitter-
style headline, which states the most important idea that you want to convey. Then, 
draft three key messages which support your headline. Then, flesh out your three key 
messages with examples, stories and hard facts. 

The brain wants to be stimulated. Touch more than one of the five senses to keep your 
audience engaged and involved. 

And beware of “death by PowerPoint” – Gallo offers these tips to improve your 
PowerPoint slides:

• Add images and background pictures to graphs, tables and pie charts
• Use no more than 40 words – total – on your first 10 slides
• Minimize the number of bullet points (the best TED presenters never use them)


